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This kit makes 2 complete Santas!
Refer to the general directions for constructing the Log Cabin blocks.
Below are specilics for this project.
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Cutting directions:
Pink face fabric: center square-Cut (7) 2 ll2" square
All strips are cut at corect size for you - all 1". There also is a 1 ll2 white strip. Save
that for the hat

trim.

Sew block according to picture.
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Note: Each color goes all the way around the block.

When finished sewing the log cabin block, me€$ure it to determine your personal
measurement, then cut I red square that size. Cut the red square in half from comer to
comer which means you are cutting it in half diagonally - now you have 2 triangles for
Santa's hat. Cut 1" off the long side each red hiangle and discad. Sew the 1 112" strip of
white to this edge. This is the trim for the hat. Save plenty of room when you place the
white strip on the red triangle because you will sew, press and then trim the extra white
offat the ends.
Now, cut your log cabin block in half. See below. Make sure you look at the center
squffe when lining up to cut the block in half,

Sew triangle hats to each half of the log cabin.
Make 2 eyes with a fine permanent marker or Pigmapen.
Measure your Santa block. Cut two backings this size from the red fabric. Layer with
backing, batting and top. Sew around edge leaving opening for tuming, then hand sew
closed. Voila - 2 Santa's!

Put around a wine bottle by sewing ends together. Use as a pot holder - if so--add
insulbrite with the batting. Use as a mug rug. Give as a gift. Think of more uses!

